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New player in the sow meat market: CMS client Westfleisch gets 

green light from Brussels for joint venture with Danish Crown 

 

 
 
 

Brussels – The European Commission has approved the formation of Westcrown, a joint 

venture between Westfleisch and Danish Crown. Accordingly, Westfleisch and Danish Crown 

can now join forces in the sow meat business. In the course of the merger control proceedings, 

the European competition authorities closely scrutinised the potential impact of the merger of 

the two industry giants on the German and European markets. They concluded that the 

establishment of the joint venture would not impede competition. 

 

A CMS team headed by lead partner Dr Michael Bauer advised Westfleisch throughout the 

merger control proceedings and represented the company before the European Commission. 

The same team successfully represented Westfleisch in the case that led to prohibition of the 

acquisition of abattoir operator Tummel by Tönnies. 

 

Transactions in the meat sector are being viewed increasingly critically by EU competition 

authorities. In October, the Danish competition authority banned the acquisition of Tican by 

Danish Crown following a referral by the European Commission. In July, Düsseldorf Higher 

Regional Court confirmed that the Federal Cartel Office had been right to block the 

acquisition of abattoir operator Tummel by the Tönnies Group. 

 

Münster-based Westfleisch is one of the biggest players in the German meat market. The 

company has long specialised in the deboning of sows, handling some 355,000 animals a 

year. Danish Crown is headquartered in Randers, Denmark. As one of the three biggest meat 
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exporters in the world, it slaughters around 325,000 sows in Denmark each year. Until now, 

these have been sold as unprocessed half carcasses to various buyers, mainly in Germany. By 

creating the joint venture, the two companies are bringing together the expertise gained over 

many years by Westfleisch in processing sows and the high quality for which Danish sows are 

noted. Westcrown will be based at a new site in Dissen (Lower Saxony). 
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Follow us on twitter: https://twitter.com/CMSHascheSigle 

 

About CMS Hasche Sigle: 

CMS Hasche Sigle is one of the leading commercial law firms in Germany. Proven specialists 

provide innovative advice that covers every conceivable national and international 

requirement. 

 

More than 600 lawyers, tax advisers and notaries support German and international 

companies across a wide range of different industries. Clients include successful SMEs, 

global corporations and public institutions. CMS Hasche Sigle has offices in eight major 

German business locations, as well as in Brussels, Moscow, Beijing and Shanghai. 

 

For more information, please visit www.cms-hs.com. 

 

About CMS: 

Founded in 1999, CMS is a top 10 international law firm, the largest in Europe, based on the 

number of lawyers (Am Law 2013 Global 100) and offers specialist advice in many different 

fields. With 59 offices in 33 countries across the world, employing more than 3,000 lawyers, 

CMS has longstanding expertise both at advising in its local jurisdictions and across borders. 

https://twitter.com/CMSHascheSigle
http://www.cms-hs.com/
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CMS acts for a large number of Fortune 500 companies and the FT European 500 and for the 

majority of the DAX 30. 

 

CMS provides a wide range of expertise across 19 expert practice and sector areas including 

Banking and Finance, Commercial, Competition, Corporate/M&A, Dispute Resolution, 

Employment, Energy, Intellectual Property, Lifesciences, Real Estate, TMC and Tax. 

 

For more information, please visit www.cmslegal.com. 

 

CMS offices and associated offices: Aberdeen, Algiers, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, 

Beijing, Belgrade, Berlin, Bratislava, Bristol, Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest, Casablanca, 

Cologne,  Dubai, Duesseldorf, Edinburgh, Frankfurt, Geneva, Glasgow, Hamburg, Istanbul, 

Kyiv, Leipzig, Lisbon, Ljubljana, London, Luxembourg, Lyon, Madrid, Mexico City, Milan, 

Moscow, Munich, Muscat , Paris, Podgorica, Prague, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, Sarajevo, Seville, 

Shanghai, Sofia, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Tirana, Utrecht, Vienna, Warsaw, Zagreb and Zurich. 

http://www.cmslegal.com/

